Abstract—Modern software development is increasingly collaborative. Open Source Software (OSS) are the bellwether; they support dynamic teams, with tools for code sharing, communication, and issue tracking. The success of an OSS project is reliant on team communication. E.g., in issue discussions, individuals rely on rhetoric to argue their position, but also maintain technical relevancy. Rhetoric and technical language are on opposite ends of a language complexity spectrum: the former is stylistically natural; the latter is terse and concise. Issue discussions embody this duality, as developers use rhetoric to describe technical issues. The style mix in any discussion can define group culture and affect performance, e.g., issue resolution times may be longer if discussion is imprecise.

Using GitHub, we studied issue discussions to understand whether project-specific language differences exist, and to what extent users conform to a language norm. We built project-specific and overall GitHub language models to study the effect of perceived language complexity on multiple responses. We find that experienced users conform to project-specific language norms, popular individuals use overall GitHub language rather than project-specific language, and conformance to project-specific language norms reduces issue resolution times. We also provide a tool to calculate project-specific perceived language complexity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Broadly speaking, short words are best...

Winston Churchill

Written and spoken language is part and parcel of modern software development. Millions of developers use GitHub to code amazing new software. They collaborate and communicate about the code, underlying design and arising issues, creating multi-layered socio-technical communities. Those OSS developers come from different geographical and social backgrounds. They have differing social and cultural identities, informed by their socioeconomic status, cultural background, and myriad other factors. This influences how they talk, how they listen and how they understand written and spoken language.

Sociological theories tell us that community membership must be considered part of an individual’s social identity, and OSS being analogous to a workplace, or a social activity, GitHub and OSS projects take on the roles of communities. In a sociolinguistic sense, GitHub and OSS projects frame the conversations and provide context. Like in other communities, these too have their own specific language idiosyncrasies, composed of project-specific terms and related jargon. Dialoging in the “correct” linguistic markers when talking to other developers in the project is a mark of identity as well as standing. It is natural to ask, then, to what extent are these linguistic markers apparent on GitHub and within specific projects? And do they impact productivity or effectiveness?

Answering such questions is contingent on being able to measure a) community specific language idiosyncrasies, or even norms, if they exist, and b) the amount of departure from them in any given written or spoken language. There are many different characteristics of language that can be measured. One which is particularly salient in communication and collaboration is understandability, or simplicity of the language used. This can be operationalized through various information theoretic measures, especially entropy, as we do later in the paper. Then, community linguistic norms can be studied by looking at corpora of text written or spoken by members of that community. Models built from those corpora can then define the community language. Once a linguistic norm is found, we can use entropy-like measures to compare the departure of new text from the linguistic model of the normative language (built from existing corpora of community communication). This understandability as a function of both the speaker/writer’s language use and the listener/reader’s perception, will be referred to as the perceived language complexity. It is a notion of how understandable a writer’s text is to a community of readers.

In GitHub projects, discussions on issues are a natural focus for a sociolinguistic study of community linguistic norms. Discussions on issues involve multiple developers, and often turn into back-and-forth conversations on the merits of the issue and potential solution(s). These conversations are a combination of rhetoric, where people present their arguments in a narrative style and technical arguments arising from the project particulars. With the abundance of projects on GitHub, issue discussions provide a rich data source for studying linguistic determinants for outcomes relevant to software engineering.

In this work, we study community specific language complexity and perceived complexity, measured by Shannon entropy and language models, from issue discussions in tens of millions of GitHub projects.

When we refer to rhetoric, we do not identify with the modern colloquial term, with potential negative connotations. We refer to rhetoric in the philosophical sense - as the art of argumentation, where one posits a premise and argues soundly.
of the most starred and followed GitHub projects. The data consist of 90,722 issues, comprising 456,669 total posts. We explore the specific questions: is there evidence of a standard GitHub perceived language complexity? And does this carry to projects? Is there migration in perceived language complexity towards the norm? i.e., do new project participants gravitate towards the project perceived language complexity norm? And what may drive this linguistic acculturation? What is the relationship, if any, between perceived language complexity and issue resolution latency? Remaining mindful of various confounds and threats to validity, we provide the following contributions:

- We collected a data set comprised of many issue discussions, including issue post text, user-related metadata, and constructed a social network defined by @mentions to other users within and outside the project to determine user project popularity defined by contributions in issue discussions.
- We use unique language modeling strategies to create a global GitHub language model, along with nested dynamic project-specific language models to identify and study perceived language complexity through language model entropy. We find that project-specific language models outperform the global GitHub language model (statistically significant), indicating that project-specific terms and perceived language complexity exist, and some projects have more project-specific perceived language complexity than others.
- Using our language models inside of regression models, we find that users gravitate towards the project language norm and popular users (measured by the number of times they are @mentioned in issue discussions) are better represented by the GitHub global language model than project-specific language models.
- We also find that increased project perceived language complexity increases issue latency.
- We provide a tool to calculate perceived language complexity given a user’s input and specified project.

This paper is an initial foray into language complexity analysis and its relationship to OSS and communities of practice in general. We hope to help bridge the two fields, providing a coarse study of the links between them.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents theory and related work; Section III outlines our research questions; Section IV describes our data and methods; Section V presents our results and discussion; Section VI presents how to apply our results in practice; Section VII presents our conclusions.

II. THEORY AND RELATED WORK

To understand the emergence of OSS project based linguistic communities, as well as the extent of their linguistic separation, we build theories that draw from a number of backgrounds. We first tackle the connection between language and community, by examining two sociolinguistic models: communities of practice, and speech communities, and then reason how GitHub communities fit in. Then, we turn our attention to the ongoing conflict between two language complexity paradigms, the technical and the rhetorical, as found in GitHub issue discussion. To model this conflict, we start from the anthropological theory of "homo narrans", which can explain the overly narrative structure of our communications, even technical ones. We also mention anthropological models of acculturation/assimilation that confound language use when communities merge. Further, we go over work on entropy as a measure of language complexity, which underlies the choices for our measures. Finally, we review research on collaboration during software development, which sets the larger context of building and maintaining relationships and communities in OSS.

A. Speech Communities and Communities of Practice

Sociolinguistics is the study of how societal aspects influence language, and the effects of language on society [1]. The two primary theoretical frameworks regarding the influence of communities on language are those of speech communities and communities of practice. Here, we argue that GitHub projects do not fall solely into either theoretical framework, but require a blend of both.

A speech community (SC) describes a group of people who use language in a way that is mutually accepted among the group [1]. To belong to an SC, one must have communicative competence [2]; they must speak in a manner that is standard within the SC. SC members often speak with specialized terms or form jargon that is understood within the community [3]. Another way to express this is the idea of norm conformity, where the language norm is set by the community and individuals are expected (or aspire) to speak in a manner according to said norm.

First coined by Wenger and Lave [4], the notion of a community of practice (CoP) is widely discussed and debated in the field of sociolinguistics. Broadly, a CoP can be described similarly to a SC - members use language in a specialized way that is defined by the group, and group members are expected to conform to the group language norm. The precise definition of this notion has been expanded and expounded over time by Wenger and many others [5], [6]. Wenger proposed multiple critical characteristics of a CoP, outlined by Holmes and Meyerhoff [7], contained in Table I.

Figure 1 is an example where a member of the out-group (an end-user) has an issue. They attempt to express their problem, but the contributing member (in-group) is unable to understand the description, and further asks the end-user to conform to project-specific norms (i.e., fill out the standard issue report form). This is an example where a lack of community norm conformity causes confusion.

Note that all the characteristics listed in [7] can be applied to GitHub; we select the most relevant for brevity.

Note that the in-group member seems to also be confused by the English language description, not just the lack of a standard issue report form.
TABLE I: Differences between a speech community and a community of practice [7].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speech Community</th>
<th>Community of Practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shared norms and evaluations of norms are required.</td>
<td>Shared practices are required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared membership may be defined externally.</td>
<td>Membership is internally constructed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nothing to say about relationship between an individual’s group and personal identities.</td>
<td>Actively constructed dependence of personal and group identities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-teleological.</td>
<td>Shared social or instrumental goal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nothing to say about maintenance or (de)struction of boundaries between categories.</td>
<td>Boundaries are maintained but not necessarily defined in contrasts with outgroups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition of norms</td>
<td>Social process of learning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Research in CoPs initially focused on the classroom and businesses in which students and employees are physically co-located. Important to us is the work of Dubé et al., who argued that members of a CoP do not have to be physically co-located, but can form a “virtual community of practice” [8] with the same attributes as a standard CoP. In addition, Kleinmijenhuis et al. discuss Networks of Practice, a further refinement of sociolinguistic ideas w.r.t. community organization, specifically for online communities [9].

Table I shows partially overlapping characteristics between SCs and CoPs in each row. Those within the same project share practices, as all members are on GitHub. However, membership is not entirely internally constructed. Llamas et al. [10] present an example of a CoP within the workplace, saying that individuals regularly engage in scheduled social practices (e.g., business meetings), and mutually define themselves as CoP members. Eckert [11] describes SCs as having membership defined by “broad and fundamental social categories”, such as socioeconomic status, age, and ethnicity.

In essence, membership in a CoP is much more structured, where members of the in-group determine who else is a member, while membership in an SC lies in factors that the group itself may not control, e.g., cultural background or self-identification. The idea of one’s social identity is of extreme importance in the field of sociolinguistics, where it is well-known that social identity is informed by, e.g., one’s workplace and social activities, and contributes heavily to language use and variety [7].

On GitHub, developers of a project fall heavily into the CoP characteristic of internally constructed membership, analogous to a workplace. The community of users, we argue, is more like that of an SC than that of a CoP, due to their ability to self-identify with the project through their use of the product. One cannot unilaterally separate the users from the developers of an OSS project, as they are a vital part of the ecosystem. In fact, our data shows that many issues are not initially posted by project members (i.e., committers), but by general users. Thus, in terms of membership, GitHub projects share aspects of an SC and a CoP. Due to the inclusion of the users as part of the project ecosystem, one can make a similar argument for the remaining listed characteristics. As one can see, GitHub projects are not solely classified by either theoretical framework; the framework necessary to describe the complex interactions in GitHub projects is a feedback between both the ideas of SCs and CoPs.

B. Homo Narrans

GitHub issues serve a direct purpose within the community: to, e.g., raise concerns or report bugs in the related software. However, their form is that of discussion; a user posts an issue, and anyone on GitHub is free to post responses and express their opinion, as in a message board. This provides opportunities for rhetorical communication. An example of this can be seen in Figure 2. The first poster posits an issue (“I’d like to improve the docs...”) and suggests a solution (“I think that methods like ... should appear on ...”). Another poster responds with a counter-idea, and the conversion continues (not shown).

We can imagine that each developer resolves an internal conflict when posting on these discussions, a conflict about how technical, or terse, vs. rhetorical, their post should be. The following theory offers an explanation for how such a conflict is likely to be resolved, in a population of developers.

5 As noted previously, we refer to rhetoric in the argumentative sense.
It is accepted that technical language (e.g., within a technical manual) is often terse, concise, and prone to the inclusion of jargon when compared to natural language [1], [2]. One may believe that rhetorical language is likewise comparatively terse and concise. However, in his seminal work, Fisher [3] argues (in summary by Hauser [4]) specifically w.r.t. rhetorical communication that “all humans are definitively story tellers; they are of the species homo narrans... their communication assumes the basic form of stories”. Essentially, Fisher argues that, by nature, all communication must be seen in the lens of narration, and thus even in rhetorical language the argumentator forms a narrative. Although GitHub issues contain significant amounts of technical language, their function as rhetorical communication separates them from being terse and concise. GitHub discussions are a push-and-pull effort between the push to use technical language that is relevant to the project, and the pull to provide a narrative which frames one’s position through rhetoric. Thus, GitHub discussions may lend their language classification to be somewhere between purely technical language and narrative language.

C. Acculturation and Assimilation

Acculturation and assimilation are the processes that result from the merger of fusion of two cultures [5], typically a majority one and a minority one [6]. Both are two way processes, but the former term describes an outcome in which both cultures change, and the minority one retains cultural distinctions like language, cuisine, etc. The latter, assimilation, is when the identifying characteristics of the minority culture gradually get dissolved into the majority culture. Assimilation reduces the communication overhead and conflicts inside a group [7], while acculturation exemplifies diversity [8].

Linguistic acculturation in particular is the process of culture phenomena influencing the language used. Such acculturation can happen fairly rapidly, and has been studied in both immigrants who learn a second language [9] and communities of practice [10]. Communities of practice, especially those on the social web, are good examples of linguistic acculturation standing in for performance and status based metrics. Thus, adjusting to the local culture and language fairly rapidly can be seen as a successful migration into a community.

In the context of developer communities on GitHub, developers who join new projects may be able to acculturate or even assimilate if the project culture is sufficiently dissimilar from their own. Prior results on work/talk culture in OSS communities [11], [12] points in the direction that strong incompatibility of an individual and a project culture may lead to failure to acculturate, and subsequent departure from the project.

D. Entropy and Language Complexity

Language models, generally, attempt to predict the next word in a text given the word’s context (normally the preceding $n$ words). The metric by which language models are generally evaluated is entropy (described precisely in Section IV-C). Kolmogorov [13] presented a formulation of the connection between entropy and complexity in terms of predictability, which has been discussed in length [14], [15].

There has been work in using entropy as a description of language complexity and style. Kontoyiannis [16] studied how entropy represents the complexity of language in the literary sense. They computed entropy per character of the Bible and the writing of Jane Austen and James Joyce using a specialized language model that utilizes a sliding window of context. They found that a larger context window leads to a lower entropy estimate for the Bible and a higher estimate for Jane Austen and James Joyce novels. Repetitive language style, as in the Bible, has lower entropy and is easier to understand and read while the style of, e.g., James Joyce seems more complex and harder to read.

In this work, we hypothesize that norm conformity (as, e.g., members of the out-group are assimilated to the in-group) can be measured in terms of perceived language complexity. Thus, we define the following:

A community’s language is defined by sociolinguistic norms set by members of the group. In this work, we refer to the GitHub community (global) and nested project-specific (local) community languages. These community languages are represented by a language models.

Perceived language complexity is the distance between a community’s language and a given text. This is quantified using the (cross-) entropy distance (Section IV-C).

As perceived language complexity increases, the understanding of the text by members of the community will decrease.

Additionally, we study the difference between global and local language, represented by separate language models. Juola and Baayen [17] found success in using cross-entropy to settle authorship disputes. This lends credence to our method of comparing global GitHub language model entropy to project-specific language model entropy in describing project differences. Kwon et al. [18] proposed a model for representing narrative complexity, and use entropy as a quantitative measure to describe this narrative complexity. As we state, based on Fisher’s work [19], that rhetoric is really a form of narrative, the decision of Kwon et al. to use entropy as a measure of narrative complexity supports our approach.

E. Collaborative Work in Software Engineering

Dabbish et al. [20] studied the effects of transparency (e.g., the ability to see everyone’s contributions) on GitHub projects and found that project members use this transparency to make rich inferences about others’ goals. This lends credence to the existence of a CoP structure; CoP membership is internally constructed, and in-group members use transparent details to

---

6They state that it is a well-known fact in linguistics that, excluding proper names, there are only about 500 roots in the Bible.

7Though the thoughts and feelings invoked as reported by human subjects can be much deeper than that of a less repetitive style.
The GitHub community is organized into projects, or its sub-communities. SC and CoP theory both state that there exist community language norms, as effective communication relies on expressing oneself in a manner that resonates with the community. Thus, we hypothesize that project-specific language differences will work to separate the project language, analogous to, e.g., software engineering, from the larger GitHub community language, analogous to, e.g., the Computer Science academic community. The theory also suggests that given that GitHub issue discussions are a complex combination of rhetoric and technical terms, their perceived language complexity should lie somewhere in the spectrum between rhetorical narratives (e.g. novels) and technical manuals.

**RQ 1: Is there evidence for a standard for the GitHub community language?** Does this also carry over to projects, i.e., is there evidence for a project-specific language?

As posited by SC and CoP theory, those who wish to communicate effectively within a community must do so in a way that is guided by the community language. Thus, we expect that the perceived language complexity of posts will migrate, in time, toward the project norm.

**RQ 2a: Is there migration in perceived language complexity, over time, toward the project norm?**

As OSS projects are dynamic, there are always users coming and going. As posited by SC and CoP theory, new members of the community will adopt the community-specific language in order to communicate effectively and signal themselves part of the in-group. Thus, as a corollary of research question 2a, we hypothesize that new contributors (be they end-users or developers) to issue discussions are better represented by the global language than the local language, and will eventually conform to the local norm. In addition, we hypothesize that experienced or popular users will be more in-tune to the project, and that their perceived language complexity will reflect this.

**RQ 2b: Do users (popular or experienced) conform to their associated project language? And does perceived language complexity influence popularity?**

Finally, we seek to identify any effects of perceived language complexity on outcomes of particular interest to software engineering. Specifically, if the language in a post or discussion is more uncommon given the global or local norm (i.e., less understandable to the community), we hypothesize that issue resolution latency will increase.

**RQ 3: What is the relationship, if any, between perceived language complexity and issue resolution latency?**

### IV. Data and Methods

#### A. Issues

GitHub projects have issue trackers with a rich feature set, including ticket labeling, milestone tracking, and code tagging. For each project on GitHub, individuals can open up an issue thread where others can comment and discuss a specific issue.

GitHub contributions are centered around pull-requests. Users who wish to add a feature can submit a pull-request to be incorporated into the main project. GitHub treats pull-requests as a subtype of issues; thus, we consider both ordinary issues and pull-requests in our data.

---

**Fig. 3:** Project-level mean post entropy for all projects under study (paired Welch two sample t-test and paired Wilcoxon rank sum test $p < 0.001$).

**Fig. 4:** Difference (i.e., separation) between global and local model entropy per observed post, per project. Smoothed by cubic regression spline (shrinking).
We queried GitHub’s public API using PyGithub. Our data is a sample of 48 projects from the top 900 most starred and followed projects. The number of stars and followers are proxies for project popularity, and can identify projects likely to contain enough issues to build robust language models. Figures 1 and 2 depict issue threads. For every post in an issue thread, we gathered the following information: date of post, post body, login of poster, and issue closing time. Post bodies were used to extract text-related metadata and to build our language models. In addition to examining comments we also collected a variety of metadata from projects. This included commit-related metrics: number of lines added and deleted, date of commit, commit author; and user data: full name, time they joined Github, and location. Figure 5 presents a graph of our data pipeline.

B. Social Networks

We constructed a social network for each project using @mentions in their issue comment threads, similar to Zhang et al. [32]. @mentions are commonly used to either reference or reply to someone else in a discussion. Figures 1 and 2 show examples of @mentions in use.

In our networks every edge \((u, v)\) is represented by user \(u\) @mentioning \(v\) somewhere in their post. In addition, we track changes in network measures over time to construct time-varying networks, used to more accurately represent a user’s attributes at the time of posting. The key metric extracted from the social network is indegree, used as a measure of within-project user popularity. Additional metrics calculated from the networks include outdegree, betweenness, and degree centrality, but were not used in our models due to multicollinearity.

C. Language Models

Measuring perceived language complexity relies on two components: the training data and the language model. The choice of training data (or corpus) determines what sequences of tokens (e.g., words, punctuation) the language model will deem likely or unlikely at test time, whereas a good choice of language model should capture useful patterns and ensure that rare or novel sequences are not assigned zero probabilities. This combination allows for a distance metric between two corpora in terms of the (left-to-right) predictability of the tokens \(t_i\) in the test corpus, given a language model \(LM\) trained on the training corpus:

\[
d_{LM}(train, test) = \prod_{i=1}^{[test]} p_{LM}(t_i|t_1 \cdots t_{i-1})
\]

In practice, instead of a product over probabilities, we use the average of (binary) log-probabilities, which yields an entropy score that reflects how many bits of information the average token in the test corpus has w.r.t. the training corpus:

\[
d_{LM}(train, test) = \frac{1}{[test]} \sum_{i=1}^{[text]} -\log_2(p_{LM}(t_i|t_1 \cdots t_{i-1}))
\]

As mentioned, entropy is our measure of perceived language complexity.

1) Choice of corpus: To create a representation of the GitHub community language, we must create a corpus that is representative of GitHub as a whole. To accomplish this, for each project, we construct a corpus consisting of all posts in all other projects. Thus, each project has a corresponding model that is representative of the GitHub community as a whole; we call this the local model. Note that each project has a different global model, as we must be careful not to overlap project-specific community language with our representation of the whole GitHub community language. On average, each project’s global model is trained on ~ 25M tokens.

To create a representation of project-specific languages, we use each project’s associated global model as a static representation, and chronologically update a project-specific language model with each observed post from a given project. This yields an evolving model that captures project-specific idiosyncrasies in the presence of a global norm; we call this the local model. Each local model is a dynamic mix-model, mixing a static global model with a dynamic local model. As this is an atypical use-case for conventional language models, we implemented it using SLP-Core [33], a library designed for mixing and dynamically updating language models.

2) Choice of a model: RNN/LSTM models [33] are some of the most powerful language models available, but our cross-project setting is such that it would be computationally infeasible to use these models. Furthermore, updating the model per post is poorly supported by these models. Instead, we use n-gram language models, which are proven as powerful yet simple tools to capture much of the complexity of both natural language and source code, even rivaling LSTMs in the latter. In addition, n-gram models are much faster when used for prediction than their neural network counterparts, allowing us to build a tool for fast predictions (Section VI).

An n-gram model uses the counts of sequences in the training data. It assigns a conditional probability to a token
given the \((n - 1)\) preceeding tokens by dividing the count of the whole sequence \((length n)\) by the count of the context sequence \((length n - 1)\), effectively making a Markovian assumption about word distribution. The model is generally smoothed by combining this maximum likelihood estimate probability with those returned by repeating the process for a shorter \((e.g., length n - 2)\) context, until reaching the empty context, where the model just uses the vocabulary rate of the token. Various smoothing methods propose different rules to mix longer contexts with shorter ones depending on how “confident” they are in the longer context. We compared various \(n\) for various smoothing methods and found little difference in entropies scores across all 3-5-gram models. Thus, we use a 4-gram Witten-Bell smoothed model; a general purpose smoothing approach that has historically been used in text compression \[34\]. Finally, before training each model, we extract a vocabulary from the training data and replace all tokens seen fewer than 10 times with a generic “unknown” token in the train and test data, and replace all well-formatted code segments with a special “code” token. This standard preprocessing step prevents the models from having to predict completely novel or very rare words at test time. On average, the vocabulary used for each model spans 36,164 tokens (standard deviation 796 tokens).

### D. Regressions

To seek answers for our research questions, we use ordinary least squares (OLS) linear regression. This allows us to inspect the relationship between our response \((dependent\ variable)\) and our explanatory variables of interest \((predictors\ or\ covariates, e.g., user age)\, under the effects of various controls.

When performing regression modeling, one is not only interested in standard “goodness-of-fit” measures \((e.g., R^2)\), but also the results of model diagnostics \[35\]. In OLS regression, \(R^2\) literally measures the percentage of variance captured by a model. However, a “low” \(R^2\) value alone does not mean that the model cannot be inferred from, or that a model is somehow “incorrect” \[36\], \[37\], \[38\], \[39\]. For example, if the variance in the dependent variable is large (as is the case for our data), a “low” \(R^2\) can mean a great deal, as even a small percentage of a large variance is meaningful\[12\]. When searching the space for the best model, we tried many model types, including Poisson and Quasi-Poisson generalized linear regression, and mixed-effects models. In all cases, we could construct a model with a much higher \(R^2\) value (from 60% to 70%); however, these models do not pass diagnostics; they had a multitude of problems, including heteroscedasticity, autocorrelation of residuals, conditionally non-normal errors, etc.

Most important is that our models meet the assumptions of the given regression approach, as indicated by model diagnostics. We take great care to make sure that our models pass these diagnostics, and thus can be inferred from, rather than providing artificially inflated \(R^2\) with incorrect models. When appropriate, we employ log transformations to stabilize the variance and improve model fit \[40\]. We remove variables that introduce multicollinearity measured by variance inflation factor > 5, as multicollinearity reduces inferential ability \[40\]. We control for many potential confounds through our controls, and make a best-effort to build models that are statistically robust, in spite of what may be considered a “low” \(R^2\) value. Our models can be found in Tables II, III, IV and V and are discussed in Section V.

### V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the model Tables II, III, IV our variables of interest are listed in bold; our variables act as controls for confounds, i.e.,

---

\[12\] The raw value of explained variance is then large.
Table IV: Issue resolution latency model (hours). Issue-level observations. Project factor omitted for brevity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Log issue resolution latency (hours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean issue entropy (local)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean issue entropy (global)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First post entropy (local)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First post entropy (global)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log # URLs in first post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log # non-English words in first post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flesch Reading Ease of first post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log poster indegree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hour of day (first post)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday (factor) (first post)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday (factor) (first post)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday (factor) (first post)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday (factor) (first post)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday (factor) (first post)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday (factor) (first post)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log # additions + deletions by poster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log # followers of poster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log # public gists by poster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log poster’s GitHub age (hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log poster’s project age (hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log number of posts in issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log number of unique posters in issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log ordered time of first post (ordinal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R² = 0.254

Note: *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001

Gutenberg corpora may be considered more terse and concise than a corpus consisting of, e.g., James Joyce novels, and still has higher entropy than our models.

We hypothesized in Section II that the post entropy of GitHub issues would lie somewhere between that of technical manuals and narrative language (at a comparative scale), and see that the performance of both the global and local models lie in this range, so our results are consistent with this hypothesis.

Figure 6 shows that projects separate from the global standard to varying degrees in time, and sometimes from each other. Recall that global model entropy is static; thus, the plot measures how local model performance changes in time w.r.t. the static global model. The idea is that if the local model performs better than the global model (lower entropy), the difference (global - local entropy) is larger, leading to a larger y-axis value. As shown, after an initial (slightly chaotic) period, projects generally settle within a region where the local model outperforms the global model, with varying degree, depending on project. This indicates that projects do diverge from the global norm and towards a local norm; i.e., posts tend to conform to the local norm.

Research Answer 1: We find that we can construct a language model representative of the norm for GitHub overall. We find that perceived project-specific language complexity exists, and has significantly lower complexity than the GitHub standard. Projects diverge from the global standard to varying degrees, and from each other.

Research Question 2a: Is there migration in perceived language complexity, over time, toward the project norm?

Figure 6 contains two plots. Figure 6a contains linear model fits for the separation between global and local model entropies per post in time, for each person, analogous to Figure 4. If the slope of the fit is positive, the separation between the global and local model for each person becomes larger in time; the opposite is true if the fit is negative. Figure 6b is a histogram of slopes following the logic in Figure 6a for people with at least 2 posts. There is a large concentration of users around
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13 The Brown corpus consists of a mixture of news articles, letters, books, etc. from different genres. The Gutenberg corpus consists of books.

14 People are not sampled as they are in Figure 6a.
a slope of 0, indicating that most people do not become further separated by the global and local models in time. Note that a 0 slope does not mean that local norm conformity does not exist, just that the separation may not increase with time. It could be that these individuals are already at the local project norm, and thus have reached a saturation in their ability to separate themselves from the global norm. It could also be that once people hit this saturation point, they do not further conform to the local norm. This is supported by evidence from Posnett et al. that users do not become better at asking questions over time on Stack Overflow [44]. It may also be that the project is dominated by “tourists”, e.g., those that briefly “visit” the project, post an issue and participate in a single discussion, then leave. These individuals would then not further conform to the local norm, as they are not active participants. To investigate if there is conformance to the local norm for each person, we build models where we control for confounds that may otherwise affect interpretation.

RQ 2b: Do users (popular, experienced, or otherwise) conform to their associated project language? And does perceived language complexity influence popularity?

Table [III] contains our model describing poster mean entropy (local and global). As this model has user-level observations, the dependent variables are mean entropy across all posts by the given user. For each variable with the description “as of last post”, we mean the last post by the user under observation, not the last post overall. Poster’s GitHub age is the time from the creation of their GitHub account to the time of their last observed post; poster’s project age is the time from the first authoring of a commit to the time of their last observed post.

Our affectors of interest are popularity (measured by indegree in the @mention network) and measures of age (poster’s GitHub age and poster’s project age). We argue that popularity is best measured by indegree as an in-link in the @mention network indicates that someone has mentioned the poster directly in context of the discussion, serving as a measure of how many others are aware of the @mentioned user in the project; thus a proxy for popularity.

For the local model, we see significant negative effects of our age measures. This indicates that older (GitHub age) and more experienced (project age) users have posts with lower local perceived language complexity, indicating conformity to the local norm. We see no significant effect of popularity or code contributions for the local model.

For the global model, we see a similar effect of age as for the local model. However, in the global model, popularity and code contributions are significant as well. A more popular poster has lower global perceived language complexity, but a higher code contributor has a higher global perceived language complexity. The coefficient for code contributions can be explained by the fact that code contributors are likely in-tune with the technical details of a project, and thus discuss them more frequently than others. As technical terms are project-specific, we expect that someone who uses them more has a higher global language complexity, indicating divergence from the global norm. The negative effect of popularity on global language complexity is initially somewhat puzzling - why would a popular person within a project use language fitting to the global norm? When analyzed in tandem with our popularity models, we can investigate this finding.

Table [III] contains our model for describing poster popularity, which also has user-level observations. We see a positive coefficient for both age metrics, indicating that older and experienced users generally have higher popularity. However, the effects of poster’s mean entropy have differing signs: positive for the local case, and negative for the global case. In other words, being more like the global norm (decreased global entropy) leads to higher within-project popularity, and being more like the local norm (decreased local entropy) leads to decreased within-project popularity.

There are a variety of social and technical mechanisms that could explain this. In general, people value outside opinions; prior work has shown that diversity (geographic, cultural, etc.) is important in OSS [45], [46]. The explanation could lie in the existence of cross-project correlated bugs [47], where people discuss issues with members of required library projects. Perhaps those with high indegree are most called-upon by people in the out-group (e.g., users within the SC but not the CoP), and thus express themselves using language that out-group individuals would better understand, i.e., the global language. The precise mechanism behind this phenomenon could be the focus of future work.

Research Answer 2: We find evidence of migration towards a perceived project-specific language complexity norm in time. We find that those with higher GitHub and project age conform to both the local and global norms, while popular users conform more to the global norm. We find that conformity to the local norm leads to decreased popularity, while conformity to the global norm leads to increased popularity.

RQ 3: What is the relationship, if any, between perceived language complexity and issue resolution latency?

Table [IV] is our model for describing a software engineering outcome: issue resolution latency. This model has issue-level observations; we look at the first post’s entropy and user-level attributes of the poster, along with summary metrics for the rest of the discussion, e.g., mean issue entropy - measured across the entire issue discussion. This choice was made as the first post in an issue generally explains the issue in detail and sets the stage for the following discussion. When “poster” is in the coefficient name, we are referring to the first post (i.e., opening post) in the issue thread. For indegree and code contribution variables, we use the calculated value at the time of posting. The “ordered time of first post” variable is an ordinal time variable that essentially counts the total number of posts across all issues preceding the observed in the project; e.g., if the first post of a given issue is the 100th post overall, the value of this variable will be 100. Age measures are defined by the relevant starting time (account creation or first authoring of a commit) to the time of the post under observation.
The coefficient for local entropy of the first post is positive; those posts which do not conform to the local norm experience $e^{0.023} \approx 1.023$ percent longer response time (in hours) for each bit of increased entropy. We see something similar for the mean entropy of the discussion as a whole: each bit of increased entropy for the local model leads to a $e^{0.116} \approx 1.12$ percent longer response time. The effect for the first post is small in percentage, but as resolution latencies increase, the raw effect can be noticeable. The effect for mean discussion entropy is more palpable; if an issue would otherwise take 8 hours to resolve, an increase to it of 12.2% may take longer than a working day, reducing its usefulness, as responsiveness to important issues (e.g., bugs) is vital for software success. Thus, if one can influence an issue discussion to be more towards the local norm, there can be software related benefits.

**Research Answer 3:** Conformity towards local language norm can reduce issue resolution times. Increase in first post entropy leads to 2.3% increase in resolution time, while increase in mean entropy of posts across the discussion leads to 12.2% increase in resolution time.

**VI. IMPLICATION FOR SOFTWARE PRACTICE**

Here we distill some practice-related conclusions from our studies. Some mix of technical and social conversation may be expected in each conversation in GitHub. From a community perspective, developers may take less time to acculturate if they know ahead of time that such a process is expected, and may in fact be imminent. This result, in conjunction with prior results on work/talk culture in OSS communities, points in the direction that strong incompatibility of an individual and a project culture may lead to a failure to acculturate, and result in subsequent departure from the project. Developing explicit acculturation plans, beyond just “learning the ropes” may aid in early discovery of incompatibilities with the project and also prevent attrition when the learning curve is too steep.

We found that smaller perceived language complexity in discussions, w.r.t. the local norm, is most helpful to issue resolution latency. So, an abstract recommendation is to have developers use language in issue discussion as close as possible to the project-specific language. There are several ways in which this can be made more specific and even actionable.

Newcomers to a project should be patient and learn the language and culture before actively participating in project issue discussions. This may not be a desirable solution, especially in the cases when developer labor is needed to solve an issue, so the next solution may be more appropriate.

Developers should try and use language consistently that is close in complexity to the project norm. To aid in this we provide a prototype example feedback tool, called Normative, which works with ~50 projects for now. When a project is selected, and a developer types a paragraph in the tool’s open field, Normative calculates the perceived language complexity of that text to the specified project. Then, the developer can change that text at will and observe how the distance changes.

As per feedback learning theory, repeated trials in this tool can result in learning to write closer to the norm. We will enhance this tool in the near future with examples from related posts that are similar to the input text.

**VII. Conclusion**

In this work, we presented an initial look into perceived language complexity from an analysis of communication traces (issue discussions) on GitHub, guided by sociolinguistic theory. We constructed language models representative of a “global” GitHub language, and compared these models to nested “local” project-specific language models, and saw that local language norms exist, and differ by project. We found that users gravitate towards perceived project-specific language complexity norms, as expected by theory, and that popular users are interestingly better represented by the global norm than the related local norm. Also, lack of conformity to the local norm increases issue resolution times, by a small amount. To our knowledge, this is the first work that examines GitHub language complexity and conformity towards project language norms, and their effects on software engineering outcomes. We hope followup work along these lines will understand better how OSS community language style and project-specific quirks affect outcomes important for OSS success.

**Threats to validity:** Some model $R^2$ may be considered low. As discussed in Sect. IV-D, we favored better model diagnostics over higher $R^2$, so as to not overfit. We did fit models with $R^2$ between 60% and 70%, but these did not pass diagnostics tests and thus are not valid for inference. We note that lower goodness of fit does not negate the individual effects of the independent variables.

We acknowledge that the effect size of some of our variables are low; e.g., 2.3% increased resolution time for each additional bit of entropy for the first post. Nevertheless, the raw values can be large if latency is high. They also need to be taken in the larger context where the full discussion, if more complex, can add 12.2% to the resolution time for each additional bit of mean entropy, and the first post may set the stage for similar posts.

As with any model, we have the threat of missing confounds. We attempted to control for many aspects that could affect our outcomes, and performed a best-effort to gather as much data as we reasonably could to use in our models.

Our measure of popularity using @mentions networks has no precedent in prior work; others have looked into the social network of @mentions, but it is not known whether this measure of popularity is comprehensive. We chose it due to its natural occurrence in issue discussions - our focus here.

Our work is an initial foray into the topic of differing language use in GitHub. Mixed method approaches, including qualitative studies, e.g., regarding language use in studied projects, would strengthen future studies on his topic.
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